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Abstract
We present a general model and conceptual framework for specifying architectures for incremental
processing in dialogue systems, in particular with respect to the topology of the network of modules that make up the system, the way information flows through this network, how information
increments are ‘packaged’, and how these increments are processed by the modules. This model
enables the precise specification of incremental systems and hence facilitates detailed comparisons
between systems, as well as giving guidance on designing new systems. In particular, the model
can serve as a framework for specifying module communication in such systems, as we illustrate
with some examples.
Keywords: Incremental Processing, Dialogue Systems, Software Architecture

1. Introduction
Dialogue processing is, by its very nature, incremental. No dialogue agent (artificial or natural)
processes whole dialogues, if only for the simple reason that dialogues are created incrementally,
by participants taking turns at speaking (or typing, in computer-mediated, chat-like interaction). At
this level, most current implemented dialogue systems are incremental: they process user utterances
as a whole and produce their response utterances as a whole. Incremental processing, as the term
is commonly used, means more than this, however, namely that processing starts before the input
is complete (e.g., (Kilger and Finkler, 1995)). Incremental systems hence are those where “[e]ach
processing component will be triggered into activity by a minimal amount of its characteristic input” (Levelt, 1989). If we assume that the characteristic input of a dialogue system is the utterance
(see (Traum and Heeman, 1997) for an attempt to define this unit), we would expect an incremental
system to work on units smaller than utterances. Doing this then brings into the reach of computational modelling a whole range of behaviours that cannot otherwise be captured, like concurrent
feedback (“uh-huh”, “yeah”), fast turn-taking, and collaborative utterance construction.
Our aim in the work presented here is to describe and give names to the options available to
designers of incremental systems. The model that we specify is general in the sense that it describes
elements that, as we believe, are essential to incremental processing, and hence can be expected to
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play a role in most, if not even all, systems performing such processing, and abstract in the sense
that it only describes properties of these elements and relations between them, but not concrete
ways to instantiate them in computer implementations.1 Specifically, we define some abstract data
types, some abstract methods that are applicable to them, and a range of possible constraints on
processing modules. The notions introduced here allow the (abstract) specification of a wide range
of different systems, from non-incremental pipelines to fully incremental, asynchronous, parallel,
predictive systems, thus making it possible to be explicit about similarities and differences between
systems. We believe that this will be of great use in the future development of such systems, in that
it makes clear the choices and trade-offs one can make.
While we discuss some issues that arise when directly basing a module communication infrastructure for incremental systems on the model, our main focus here is on the conceptual framework,
not on implementation details. What we are also not doing here is to argue for one particular ‘best
architecture’—what this is depends on the particular aims of an implementation/model and on more
low-level technical considerations (e.g., availability of processing modules). As we are not trying
to prove properties of the specified systems here, the formalisations we give are not supported by a
formal semantics.
In the next section, we first motivate the use of incremental processing in dialogue systems, and
then give some examples of the possible differences in system architectures that we want to capture.
In Section 3, we present the abstract model that underlies the system and module specifications, of
which we give some examples in Section 4.2 In Section 5, we discuss how the model can be used
when designing the communication infrastructure of new incremental dialogue systems. We close
with a brief discussion of related work.

2. Motivation
2.1 Why Model Incremental Processing?
Before we go into the details of our model, we take a step back and discuss possible reasons for using
incremental processing in models of dialogue processing. This discussion will be brief, however, as
our main interest in this paper is not to convince anyone of choosing this style of processing, but is
rather to describe some of the options that are available once that choice has been made.3
Depending on the goals one has when building a system, incremental processing may offer
certain advantages over non-incremental processing (i.e., processing where only full utterances, or
even longer units like turns, are considered by the system). For example, if one tries to optimize
the reactivity of the system, then incrementality may be attractive for the straightforward engineering reason that starting to process an input before it is complete can lead to the processing being
finished faster compared to starting processing only after the input is complete. This can be true
even if the incremental processing takes somewhat longer than the non-incremental processing, if
that difference is not too high, as illustrated in Figure 1. (Of course, the algorithms used in incre1. We do not claim, of course, that the list of issues discussed here is exhaustive. Moreover, even within the space that
we sketch here, there are many detail questions that will still need much work to be answered fully.
2. These sections are based on Schlangen and Skantze (2009), but are revised and significantly extended.
3. See e.g. Allen et al. (2001); Aist et al. (2007); Skantze and Schlangen (2009); Buß et al. (2010) for more comprehensive discussions and some empirical results regarding the use of incremental processing in applied dialogue
systems. Regarding models of human dialogue processing, there is an even longer thread of literature in Psycholinguistics, amassing evidence that the human language processor works incrementally; see eg. Marslen-Wilson (1973);
Altmann and Steedman (1988); Tanenhaus et al. (1995); van Berkum et al. (2007).
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mental processing should not have a systematically worse complexity than their non-incremental
counterparts.)

Figure 1: Input processed by Incremental and Sequential Processor. Even a much slower Incremental Processor can finish before a Sequential Processor.

In a similar vein, incremental processing can potentially promise better quality of processing,
if the system has provisions for interactions between modules, where the results of higher-level
processing of earlier bits of input can influence lower-level processing of later bits of input. (E.g., if
the syntactic structure computed for the recognised speech so far constrains how subsequent speech
is recognised—standard practice in speech recognition.)
If one takes, more generally, naturalness as a parameter to optimisation, then incremental processing can bring a range of phenomena into reach that cannot otherwise be modelled. Examples of
such phenomena are, as mentioned above, concurrent feedback (“uh-huh”, “yeah”), fast turn-taking,
collaborative utterance construction (Buß and Schlangen, 2010), and generation of hedges and selfcorrections (Skantze and Hjalmarsson, 2010). (See Edlund et al. (2008) for a general discussion of
the goal of naturalness for dialogue systems.)
Lastly, if one goes even further and chooses realism as a modelling goal, treating the dialogue
system as a computational model of human cognition (Schlangen, 2009), then one would be well advised to make the model work incrementally, given the wealth of evidence that the human language
processor works incrementally (see references above).
2.2 Invariants and Variants in Incremental Processing
2.2.1 M ODULARITY
Implemented dialogue systems are typically modular systems, where separable processing tasks are
encapsulated in separate software modules. Encapsulation of processing tasks can also be found in
cognitively motivated theories (e.g., Levelt’s model of generation, Levelt (1989)).4 Our first goal in
the present work is to characterise such modular structure. This involves a) identifying the modules
in a system (abstractly, without saying yet too much about what exactly they do) and b) specifying
the connections between them.
Figure 2 shows three examples of module networks, representations of systems in terms of
their component modules and the connections between them. Modules are represented by boxes,
and connections by arrows indicating the path along which information flows between modules,
the direction of this flow, and, through the use of parallel connections, the “bandwidth” of the
4. As an aside, note that modularity does not preclude extensive interaction between information sources, as postulated in current constraint-based theories of language processing (MacDonald, 1994), see discussion in Altmann and
Steedman (1988).
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connection (see below). Arrows not coming from or going to modules represent the global input(s)
and output(s) to and from the system.

Figure 2: Module network topologies

Our goal now is to facilitate exact and concise description of the differences between module
networks such as those in the example. Informally, the network on the left can be described as a
simple pipeline with no parallel paths, the one in the middle as a pipeline enhanced with a parallel
path, and the one on the right as a star-architecture; we want to be able to describe exactly the
constraints that define each type of network.
An important element of such a specification is to state how information flows in the system and
between the modules, again in an abstract way, without saying much about the information itself (as
the nature of the information depends on details of the actual modules). As mentioned above, the
Figure 2 indicates the direction of information flow (i.e., whose output is whose input) through the
direction of edges and the “bandwidth” of a connection between modules. A connection between
two modules may be single-directional, if information can only flow in one way (which typically
will be from a ‘lower-level’ to a ‘higher-level’ module, e.g. from one that is closer to the input source
to one that is further away, or from one that is closer to the generation source to one that is closer to
the output channel). In a bi-directional setting, higher-level information may influence lower-level
processing, for example through expressing expectations that the lower-level module should work
towards.
The ‘bandwidth’ of the connection is represented via the number of edges between two nodes
(the more edges, the higher the bandwidth), and this refers to whether parallel information can
be sent or not. One possible source for such parallelism in an incremental dialogue system is
illustrated in Figure 3 (right), where for some stretches of an input signal (a sound wave), alternative
hypotheses are entertained (note that the boxes here do not represent modules, but rather bits of
incremental information, namely words; flattened into strings, one alternative consists of four words,
the other of three). We can view these alternative hypotheses about the same original signal as being
parallel to each other (with respect to the input they are grounded in).
2.2.2 G RANULARITY
Even systems that modularise the dialogue processing task in roughly the same way can still differ
along another dimension of incremental processing, namely in how they divide up larger units into
increments. As an example, one system may decide on words as the minimal units—we will call
such units simply the incremental units (IU) of a system—whereas another system may package
incremental results triggered by time, e.g. every 500ms, and not by linguistic units. More formally,
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Figure 3: Parallel information streams (left) and alternative hypotheses (right)

Figure 4: Incremental input mapped to (less) incremental output

we will express this difference as a difference in relation of incremental units to the larger unit of
which they are increments.
2.2.3 I NPUT /O UTPUT R ELATIONS
We also want to be able to specify how incremental bits of input of a processing module can relate
to incremental bits of its output. Figure 4 shows one possible configuration, where over time incremental bits of input (shown in the left column) accumulate before one bit of output (in the right
column) is produced. (As for example in a parser that waits until it can compute a major phrase out
of the words that are its input.) Describing the range of possible module behaviours with respect to
such input/output relations is another important element of the abstract model presented here.
2.2.4 R EVISABILITY
It is in the nature of incremental processing, where output is generated on the basis of incomplete
input, that such output may have to be revised once more information becomes available (see (Baumann et al., 2009) for a detailed investigation of the behaviour of ASR in this respect). Figure 5
illustrates such a case. At time-step t1 , the available frames of acoustic features (shown in the left
column) lead the processor, an automatic speech recogniser, to hypothesise that the word “four” has
been spoken. This hypothesis is passed on from the internal state of the processor (middle column)
to the output (right column). However, at time-point t2 , as additional acoustic frames have come in,
it becomes clear that “forty” is a better hypothesis about the previous frames together with the new
ones. It is now not enough to just output the new hypothesis: it is possible that later modules have
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Figure 5: Example of hypothesis revision

already started to work with the hypothesis “four”, so the changed status of this hypothesis has to
be communicated as well. This is shown at time-step t3 .
Note that the situation just described is different from, and comes additional to, the uncertainty management in dialogue systems in general. It is often seen desirable to be able to represent
a module’s confidence in its hypotheses; indeed the increasingly popular approaches to dialogue
management that make use of probablistic models for representing uncertain dialogue states (see
e.g. Williams and Young (2007)) rely on such information. We want to distinguish provisions for
representing such ‘static confidence’ (confidence in a hypothesis at a given time) from the dynamic
aspects of potentially having to revise this confidence in the light of later information and having
to percolate this revision through the module network. It is the latter that Figure 5 illustrates, and
it is another aspect of incremental systems that may be handled differently in different systems.
Capturing these differences is the final aim of our model.
2.3 Related Work
The model described here is inspired partially by Young et al. (1989)’s token passing architecture;
our model can be seen as a (substantial) generalisation of the idea of passing smaller information
bits around, out of the domain of ASR and into the system as a whole. Some of the characterisations
of the behaviour of incremental modules are inspired by (Kilger and Finkler, 1995), but adapted and
extended from incremental generation to the general case of incremental processing.
While there recently have been a number of papers about incremental systems (e.g., (DeVault
and Stone, 2003; Aist et al., 2006; Brick and Scheutz, 2007)), none of those offer general considerations about architectures, 5 which is what we are trying to offer in the following.

3. The Model
3.1 Overview
We model a dialogue processing system in an abstract way as a collection of connected processing modules, where information is passed between the modules along these connections. The third
component beside the modules and their connections is the basic unit of information that is communicated between the modules, which we call the incremental unit (IU). We will only characterise
those properties of IUs that are needed for our purpose of specifying different system types and ba5. Despite its title, (Aist et al., 2006) also only describes one particular setup.
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sic operations needed for incremental processing; we will not say anything about the actual, module
specific payloads of these units.
The processing module itself is modelled as consisting of a Left Buffer (LB), the Processor
proper, and a Right Buffer (RB). When talking about operations of the Processor, we will sometimes
use Left Buffer-Incremental Unit (LB-IU) for units in LB and Right Buffer-Incremental Unit (RBIU) for units in RB.
This setup is illustrated in Figure 5 above. IUs in LB (here, acoustic frames as input to an ASR)
are consumed by the processor (i.e., are processed) which creates an internal result; in the case
shown here, this internal result is posted as an RB-IU only after a series of LB-IUs have accumulated. In reality, such processing will obviously take some time to complete. For the purposes of
our abstract description here, however, we abstract away from such processing times and describe
Processors as relations between (sets of) LBs and RBs.
We begin our description of the model with the specification of network topologies.
3.2 Network Topology
Connections between modules are expressed through connectedness axioms which simply state that
IUs in one module’s right buffer are also in another buffer’s left buffer. (Again, in an implemented
system communication between modules will take time, but we abstract away from this here.) This
connection can also be partial or filtered. For example, ∀x(x ∈ RB1 ∧ N P (x) ↔ x ∈ LB2 )
expresses that all and only NPs in module one’s right buffer appear in module two’s left buffer. If
desired, a given RB can be connected to more than one LB, and more than one RB can feed into the
same LB (see the middle example in Figure 2). Together, the set of these axioms defines the network
topology of a concrete system. Different topology types can then be defined through constraints on
module sets and their connections. I.e., a pipeline system is one in which it cannot happen that an
IU is in more than one right buffer and more than one left buffer.
Note that for now we are assuming token identity and not for example copying of data structures.
That is, we assume that it indeed is the same IU that is in the left and right buffers of connected
modules, and hence any changes made to an IU are immediately known to all modules that contain it
in a buffer. This allows us to abstract away from the actual “transportation” of IUs between modules
(but see Section 5 below).
3.3 Incremental Units
So far, all we have said about IUs is that they are holding a ‘minimal amount of characteristic input’
(or, of course, a minimal amount of characteristic output, which is to become some other module’s
input). Communicating just these minimal information bits is enough only for the simplest kind
of system that we consider, a pipeline with only a single stream of information and no revision. If
more advanced features are desired, there needs to be more structure to the IUs. In this section we
describe the kinds of information that the most capable systems need to represent, and that make
possible operations like hypothesis revision, prediction, and parallel hypothesis processing. (These
operations will be explained in the next section.) If in a particular system some of these operations
aren’t required, some of the structure on IUs can be simplified.
Informally, the representational desiderata are as follows. First, one needs to be able to express
certain relations between IUs, which record how IUs within a module and between modules belong
together. (Recall that IUs are meant to be incremental, minimal bits of what will at some point
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amount to one larger unit; e.g. words that form an utterance, or chunks of semantics that will eventually form the interpretation of an utterance, etc.) These relations come in two basic types; we
discuss them in detail in the next two subsections. Apart from the relations, we want IUs to carry
three other types of information as well: a confidence score representing the confidence its producer
had in it being accurate; information about whether revisions of the IU are still to be expected or
not; and information about whether the IU has already been processed by consumers, and if so, by
whom. A full specification of all types of information about IUs one might want to track is given
below in Section 3.3.4.
3.3.1 H ORIZONTAL R ELATIONS

BETWEEN

IU S

The first type of relation expresses what could be described as ‘horizontal’ relationships between
IUs; horizontal, because these relationships hold only between IUs of the same level (produced
by the same module), and typically reflect in some way the temporal order in which the IUs were
created.
The most important instance of this type of relation is the successor relation, which links IUs in
such a way that from a chain of IUs linked with this relation, the (possibly still partial) larger unit
these IUs are increments of can be read off. To make this description concrete: this relation will link
IUs representing words (for example, in the output of an ASR) in such a way that the (possibly still
partial) utterance hypothesis can be produced by following the links. More formally, if two ASR
word hypothesis-IUs IU1 and IU2 stand in this relation, this expresses that the ASR takes IU2 to be
the continuation of the utterance whose previous element is IU1 . If another IU, IU3 , were linked
to IU1 as well, this would express that the sequences IU1 -IU2 and IU1 -IU3 form alternatives. (See
Figure 3, right; this relation is also illustrated in Figure 6, discussed below.)
This is the most basic kind of horizontal relation, which most incremental systems will have to
realise at least implicitly (since it keeps track of how increments form larger units of information).
For other purposes, one may also want to allow other relations of this type. For example, dependency
relations between concepts would be of this type as well. Figure 6 illustrates this for a possible
semantic representation for the two recognition alternatives “move the ball two fields” / “move the
ball to field z”. Here we have one IU holding the concept of a move action, and linked to it, as
further specifying it, a concept representing the patient of the action (BALL -5) and, as alternatives
corresponding to the alternative recognition results, two different directional concepts (DISTANCE :2
/ “two fields” and TARGET: Z / “field z”). To recognise at this level that these two directional concepts
are alternatives and do not both hold, one must follow the successor relation, where they are on
different branches. This illustrates that the specifies relation as used here (and represented in the
figure by dashed arrows) cannot be subsumed by the successor relation (solid arrows in the figure).
3.3.2 H IERARCHICAL R ELATIONS
The other kind of relation orders IUs into an informational hierarchy, linking IUs to those bits of
information—other IUs—on which they depend informationally, or, as we will call it, in which
they are grounded. Examples for this are the links between IUs representing segments of audio
material and IUs representing the corresponding word hypotheses (i.e., LB-IUs and RB-IUs of a
speech recogniser); between word hypotheses and semantic representations (i.e., LB-IUs and RBIUs of a semantic parser; in both these examples the links cut across module boundaries); between
larger phrases in a parser and their constituents (e.g., an IU representing a sentence-level parse and
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Figure 6: An example network, built by the relations successor (solid arrows), specifies (wide
dashed arrows), grounded in (narrow dashed arrows)

IUs representing an NP and a VP, in which case the link holds between IUs from the same level);
or between states of the dialogue manager and plans for system utterances. Figure 6 shows such
grounded in links between word-IUs and semantic concept IUs, as narrow dashed lines.
This relation effectively tracks the flow of information through the system; following its transitive closure one can go back from the highest level IU, which is output by the system, to the input
IU or set of input IUs on which it is ultimately grounded.6 Going in the other direction, this is also
the path along which doubts of a module about the quality of an IU, or ultimately its revocation, can
percolate through the module network. For example, should an ASR decide to remove support for
a word hypothesis, then all IUs that are linked to this IU via this relation will be thrown into doubt
as well. (See the purge operation described below.)
3.3.3 M ETA -I NFORMATION
We also assume that it will be useful in some systems to be able to represent and communicate
additional information about IUs. For example, in certain setups it may be useful for a module to
learn whether its consumers have found a use for a hypothesis or not. This could be a parser that
gets told whether an NP it has built has a denotation in the current dialogue context or not, and that
could then base a decision on whether to extend the parse or not on that information. (See below in
Section 4.1 the discussion of ‘early interaction systems’.)
6. Of course, the output of a dialogue system is not fully determined just by its input. Other elements of the state figure
as well; e.g., some parts of an answer to a query will depend on a database and not just the query, however, the
intention to respond with a statement will still be grounded in the input signal.
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The other type of information concerns the confidence of a module in its hypotheses. As noted
above, this confidence can change during the processing of further input; in extreme cases, such
changes in confidence may lead to revocation of hypotheses on which possibly already later hypotheses were built.
Finally, in building systems ourselves, we have found that it can be useful to add a binary notion
of commitment that signals that a IU will not (or shall not) be modified again. A module can declare
such commitment on its own IUs in cases where for technical reasons (e.g., to keep internal state to
a manageable size) it decides that it will not touch them anymore. It can also demand commitment
from the producers of its input IUs, if it has based unrevisable actions on them; should the producing
module still have a need to revise them, then this would lead to an exceptional situation that should
be handled specifically. (E.g., by performing an explicit self-correction.) Note that we intend a
rather technical, house-keeping use for this. There is a more general sense in which modules are
‘committed’ to their IUs, but this we think is covered by providing confidence information and by
agreeing on a system-internal strategy for putting out IUs in the first place (e.g., by either optimizing
for speed, sending out even possibly very transient hypotheses, or by optimizing for quality, possibly
holding back IUs until internal confidence has reached a certain threshold).
3.3.4 F ORMAL S PECIFICATION
We define formally the universe U in which incremental units live as follows. It consists of a set
of IU objects, IU (which includes a special IU ⊤), a set of module labels M, and a collection of
functions and relations defined on these:
• i is an identification function, which, for ease of reference, maps each IU object onto a unique
ID (e.g., a natural number).
• A function c that maps each IU to a module label, its creator. (From this follows that each IU
can only have one creator.)
• A family of relations between IUs created by the same module (i.e., IUs α, β, where i(α) 6=
i(β) and c(α) = c(β)); we will call these relations same level links. One instance of this type
is the successor relation discussed above, which defines a (partial) order on IUs. We specify
that by default, IUs are successor of a special IU ⊤. This guarantees that IUs linked via the
successor relation form a connected graph rooted in the ⊤ element. The type of the graph will
depend on the purposes of the sending and consuming module(s). For a one-best output of an
ASR it might be enough for the graph to be a chain (and successor hence be a total order),
whereas an n-best output might be better represented as a tree (with all first words linked to
⊤) or a lattice (as in Figure 3, right).
There can be other kinds of such same level relations, as described above.
• G is the grounded in relation, connecting an IU to one or more IUs out of which it was built.
For example, an IU holding a (partial) parse might be grounded in a set of word hypothesis
IUs, and these in turn might be grounded in sets of IUs holding acoustic features.
While the same level link always points to IUs on the same level, grounded in links can hold
both between IUs from the same level as well as between IUs of connected modules; in both
cases it expresses that one bit of information depends on other bits. The transitive closure of
this relation hence links system output IUs to a set of system input IUs. For convenience, we
may define a relation supports(x,y) for cases where y is grounded in x; and hence the closure
of this relation links input-IUs to the output that is (eventually) built on them.
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•

•

•

•

This is also the hook for the mechanism that realises the revision process described above with
Figure 5: if a module decides to revoke one of its hypotheses, it sets its confidence value (see
below) to 0; on noticing this event, all consuming modules can then check whether they have
produced RB-IUs that link to this LB-IU, and do the same for them. In this way, information
about revision will automatically percolate through the module network.
Finally, we can also define a special value (e.g., n.n.) for this relation and use it to trigger
prediction: if an RB-IU is grounded in-related to n.n. , this can be understood as a directive
to the processor to find evidence for this IU (i.e., to prove it), using the information in its left
buffer.
T is the confidence (or trust) function, which maps each IU to a numerical value (depending
on the module’s needs, either from N or R) through which the generating processor can
pass on its confidence in its hypothesis. This then can have an influence on decisions of
the consuming processor. For example, if there are parallel hypotheses of different quality
(confidence), a processor may decide to process (and produce output for) the best first.
A special value (e.g., 0, or -1) can be defined to flag hypotheses that are being revoked by a
processor, as described above.
C is the committed property, which holds when a producing module has committed to the IU,
i.e., it guarantees that it will never revoke the IU. See below for a discussion of how such a
decision may be made, and how it travels through the module network.
S is the seen relation, relating IUs and module labels. Using this relation, processors can
record whether they have “looked at”—that is, attempted to process—the IU. In the simplest
case, the positive fact can be represented simply by adding the processor ID to the list (assuming here that all processors in a system are identified by a unique ID); in more complicated
setups one may want to offer status information like “is being processed by module ID” or
“no use has been found for IU by module ID”, or “I assign this IU a probability of n” via
additional relations. This allows processors both to keep track of which LB-IUs they have
already looked at (and hence, to more easily identify new material that may have entered their
LB) and to recognise which of its RB-IUs have been of use to later modules, information
which can then be used for example to make decisions on which hypothesis to expand next.
P finally relates IUs to linguistic objects (like words or parses) which are their actual payload,
i.e., the module-specific unit of ‘characteristic input’ (or output).

Systems can differ in which of these elements they realise, and even modules within a system
can differ along this dimension. It seems plausible to assume that most incremental systems will
have concepts that can be mapped to what may be called the core set of IU properties, (i, c, same
level link, grounded in link, T , P), while more sophisticated processing (e.g., using prediction and
a high degree of interaction between modules) will make use of the other properties.
3.4 Modules
As explained above, modules consist of left and right buffers, and processors with internal state
that operate on input IUs to create output IUs. Normally, the direction of this update operation is
from the left to the right (meaning that LB-IUs are ‘consumed’ to produce new RB-IUs that are
grounded in them), but in the case of expectation-guided modules can also be from right to left (i.e.,
attempting to find evidence for some predicted output). A central concept when looking at modules
is that of the update step, which has three stages: 1) the left buffer of the module is updated from
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Figure 7: A schematic view of the update process

state LBt to state LBt′ ; 2) the current module recognises what has changed, and performs its own
update first of its internal state (ISt to IS′t ) and then 3) of its own right buffer (RBt to state RB′t ;
this in turn will be the first update step for all consuming modules). Figure 7 illustrates this flow
of information through a module, showing only those parts of the module that are relevant at each
timestep.
We use these labels for the update stages when we now first discuss some more properties of
buffers, then list operations that processors have to perform, and finally describe different possible
module behaviours.
3.4.1 B UFFERS
For the purposes of the abstract model, we can conceptualise buffers simply as sets of IUs, for which
the constraints hold that are specified by the connectedness axioms as described above. During the
execution of a system, buffers change over time (through the updates described above). To denote
the state of a buffer at a given time t, we define a function state from time labels to IU sets. The
changes made to a buffer from time t to t′ (i.e., to get from state(t) to state(t′ )) we can then
denote by ∆t,t′ . We will assume for now that the processor only receives this delta, and bases its
computations on this. We discuss alternative set-ups below in Section 5. We also define a function
are which returns the current active right edge of a buffer; this is the set of IUs that are a) currently
active (we assume that IUs that belong to input that has been fully processed are marked as inactive);
b) not revoked (see below); and c) maximal with respect to the successor relation (recall that this
defines a partial order rooted in ⊤). This is the right edge insofar as this is where new increments
will attach (e.g., where a new word will be added as more audio material comes in).
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3.4.2 P ROCESSOR O PERATIONS
At the most abstract level, the job of processors is to react to changes in their buffers (the ∆t,t′ )
by performing appropriate updates. The elementary task here is to react to the appearance of new
LB-IUs and eventually build new RB-IUs out of them (or, in the case of a predictive system, to react
to new expectations being entered as RB-IUs and to evaluate subsequent LB-IUs as to whether they
provide evidence for these expectations). How exactly this is done is specific to the individual tasks
of the module (e.g., ASR, parser, dialogue manager, etc.), and we won’t have anything to say about
this here; what we will describe here are the different types of updates that can be implemented in
an incremental processing module. We also leave open how processors are triggered into action;
we simply assume that on receiving new LB-IUs or RB-IUs or noticing changes to already known
IUs—more generally, on being given ∆t,t′ of the appropriate buffer—they will eventually perform
these operations. Again, we describe here the complete set of operations; systems may differ in
which subset of the functions they implement, or even whether they implement these operations as
recognisably separate steps at all.
purge LB-IUs that are revoked by their producer must be purged from the internal state of the
processor (so that they will not be used in future updates) and all RB-IUs grounded in them must be
revoked as well.
Some reasons for revoking hypotheses have already been mentioned. For example, a speech
recogniser might decide that a previously output word hypothesis is not valid anymore (i.e., is not
anymore among the n-best that are passed on). Or, a parser might decide in the light of new evidence
that a certain structure it has built is a dead end, and withdraw support for it. In all these cases, all
‘later’ hypotheses that build on this IU (i.e., all hypotheses that are in the transitive closure of this
IU’s support relation) must be purged. If all modules implement the purge operation, this revision
information will be guaranteed to travel through the network.
new IU update New LB-IUs have to be integrated into the internal state, and eventually new RBIUs are built based on them (not necessarily in the same frequency as new LB-IUs are received; see
Figure 4 above, and discussion below). The new RB-IUs have to be related appropriately to other
IUs (e.g., via same level links, grounded in points, etc.). As mentioned above, this is the most basic
operation of a processor, and can be expected to be implemented in all systems.
Processors can take supports information into account when deciding on the order in which
they update. A processor might for example decide to first try to use the new information (in its
LB) to extend structures that have already proven useful to later modules (that is, that support new
IUs). For example, a parser might decide to follow an interpretation path that is deemed more likely
by a contextual processing module (which has grounded hypotheses in the partial path). This may
result in better use of resources—the downside of such a strategy of course is that modules can be
garden-pathed.7
Update may also work towards a goal. As mentioned above, putting ungrounded IUs in a module’s RB can be understood as a request to the module to try to find evidence for it. For example, the
dialogue manager might decide based on the dialogue context that a certain type of dialogue act is
likely to follow. By requesting the dialogue act recognition module to find evidence for this hypothesis, it can direct processing resources towards this task. (The dialogue recognition module then can
in turn decide on which evidence it would like to see, and ask lower modules to prove this. Ideally,
7. It depends on the goals behind building the model whether this is considered a downside or desired behaviour.
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this could filter down to the interface module, the ASR, and guide its hypothesis forming. Technically, something like this is probably easier to realise by other means; see (Schuler et al., 2009),
briefly discussed below, for an example of an integrated approach, where semantics and reference
resolution can directly bear on the speech recognition process.)
We finally note that in certain setups it may be necessary to consume different types of IUs
in one module. As explained above, we allow more than one module to feed into another module
LB. An example where something like this could be useful is in the processing of multi-modal
information, where information about both words spoken and gestures performed may be needed to
compute an interpretation.
commit There are three ways in which a processor may have to deal with commits. First, it can
decide for itself to commit RB-IUs. For example, a parser may decide to commit to a previously
built structure if it failed to integrate into it a certain number of new words, thus assuming that
the previous structure is complete. Second, a processor may notice that a previous module has
committed to IUs in its LB. This might be used by the processor to remove internal state kept for
potential revisions. Eventually, this commitment of previous modules might lead the processor to
also commit to its output, thus triggering a chain of commitments.
Interestingly, it can also make sense to let commits flow from right to left, as briefly discussed
above. For example, if the system has committed to a certain interpretation by making a publicly
observable action (e.g., an utterance, or an action in another modality), this can be represented as
a commit on IUs. This information would then travel down the processing network; leading to the
potential for a clash between a revoke message coming from the left and the commit directive from
the right. In such a case, where the justification for an action is revoked when the action has already
been performed, self-correction behaviours can be executed.8
other updates Finally, in some settings it may also be desirable to let modules change the confidence score of IUs after having put them into the RB (and so after they have already potentially
been consumed by later modules); the consuming modules then might need to react to this change,
perhaps by updating their internal state, by changing their future update strategy, or by changing
their own confidence in something they have passed on into their own right buffer. It may also be
useful in certain settings to allow other aspects of IUs to be changed later as well, such as same level
links; again, this would be something that consuming modules need to notice and react to.
3.4.3 C HARACTERISING M ODULE B EHAVIOUR
Modules can also be characterised through a description of the changes that updates yield to buffers
and internal states, and the relations between changes to left buffers and those to right buffers. We
list several dimensions along which such a characterisation can be made.
Updates to IU Sequences Using the notion of a right edge from Section 3.4.1, we can transfer
some terms from (Wirén, 1992): a module is left-to-right incremental if it only produces extensions
to the current right edge; within what Wirén (1992) calls fully incremental, we can make further
distinctions, namely according to whether only revisions or also insertions and deletions are allowed.
(Revisions are covered by the revoke operation described above; insertions and deletions can be
expressed in our model by allowing successor links to be changed appropriately.) When we want
8. In future work, we will explore if and how (e.g. through the implementation of a self-monitoring cycle with commits
and revokes) the various types of dysfluency described by Levelt (1989) and others can be modeled.
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to make this further distinction, we call the former right edge revision-incremental and the latter
insertion/deletion incremental.
Processor-Internal Incrementality We can also distinguish modules according to how they update their internal state. We call modules that keep their internal state between update steps and only
enrich it according to the current ∆ of their input buffer internally incremental (and the algorithms
they use for doing so fully incremental algorithms). While this perhaps conforms best with an intuitive understanding of what incremental processing is, one can also imagine a different strategy
(which has indeed been realised (DeVault et al., 2009), as briefly reviewed below). In this strategy,
all internal state is thrown away between updates, and output is always computed from scratch using
the full currently available input and not just the newest increments of it; we will call such modules
restart incremental. This strategy can be used when one has available more conventional processing modules which happen to be robust against partial input, but are not built to handle incremental
changes to their input.
Update Frequency This dimension concerns how the update frequency of LB-IUs relates to that
of (connected) RB-IUs.
We write f:in=out for modules that guarantee that every new LB-IU will lead to a new RB-IU
(that is grounded in the LB-IU). In such a setup, the consuming module lags behind the sending
module only for exactly the time it needs to process the input. Following Nivre (2004), we can call
this strict incrementality.
f:in≥out describes modules that potentially collect a certain amount of LB-IUs before producing
an RB-IU based on them. This situation has been depicted in Figure 4 above.
f:out≥in characterises modules that update RB more often than their LB is updated. This could
happen in modules that produce endogenous information like clock signals, or that produce continuously improving hypotheses over the same input (see below), or modules that ‘expand’ their input,
like a TTS that produces audio frames.
Connectedness We may also want to distinguish between modules that produce ‘island’ hypotheses that are, at least when initially posted, not connected to previously generated output IUs via a
common element that dominates them through grounded in links, and those that guarantee that this
is not the case. For example, to achieve an f:in=out behaviour, a parser may output hypotheses that
are not connected to previous hypotheses, in which case we may call the hypotheses ‘unconnected’.
Conversely, to guarantee connectedness, a parsing module might need to accumulate input, resulting
in an f:in≥out behaviour, or may need to speculate on continuations, possibly resulting in f:in≤out
behaviour.9
Completeness We define the completeness of a set of IUs which are connected via the successor
relation informally as the relation of the sequence they form (e.g., a sequence of words understood
as a prefix of an utterance) to (the type of) what would count as a maximal sequence. For example,
for an ASR module, such a maximal sequence may be the transcription of a whole utterance and
9. The notion of connectedness is adapted from (Sturt and Lombardo, 2005), who provide evidence that the human
parser strives for connectedness.
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not just a prefix of one; for the parser maximal output may be a parse of type sentence (as opposed
to one of type NP, for example), etc.10
Building on this notion, we can characterise modules according to completeness of their LB and
RB. In a c:in=out-type module, the most complete set of RB-IUs is only as complete as the most
complete set of LB-IUs. That is, the module does not speculate about completions, nor does it lag
behind. (This may technically be difficult to realise, and practically not very relevant.)
More interesting is the difference between the following types: In a c:in≥out-type module,
the most complete set of RB-IUs potentially lags behind the most complete set of LB-IUs. This
will typically be the case in f:in≥out modules. c:out≥in-type modules finally potentially produce
output that is more complete than their input, i.e., they predict continuations. An extreme case
would be a module that always predicts complete output, given partial input. Such a module may
be useful in cases where modules have to be used later in the processing chain that can only handle
complete input (that is, are non-incremental); we may call such a system prefix-based predictive,
semi-incremental. (Again, (DeVault et al., 2009) is an example of such a module; as is (Schlangen
et al., 2009).)
With these categories in hand, we can make further distinctions within what Dean and Boddy (1988)
call anytime algorithms. Such algorithms are defined as a) producing output at any time, which however b) improves in quality as the algorithm is given more time. Incremental modules by definition
implement a reduced form of a): they may not produce an output at any time, but they do produce
output at more times than non-incremental modules. This output then also improves over time, fulfilling condition b), since more input becomes available and either the guesses the module made (if
it is a c:out≥in module) will improve or the completeness in general increases (as more complete
RB-IUs are produced). Processing modules, however, can also be anytime algorithms in a more restricted sense, namely if they continuously produce new and improved output even for a constant set
of LB-IUs, i.e. without changes on the input side. (Which would bring them towards the f:out≥in
behaviour.)
As a final note, we can now see that a non-incremental system can be characterised as a special case of an incremental system, namely one where IUs are always maximally complete (with
c:in=out) and where all modules update in one go (f:in=out). (Typically, in such systems IUs
will also always be committed, but this need not necessarily be the case for a system to be nonincremental.)
3.5 System Specification
Combining all these elements, we can finally define a system specification as the following:
• A list of modules that are part of the system.
• For each of those a description in terms of which operations from Section 3.4.2 the module
implements, and a characterisation of its behaviour in the terms of Section 3.4.3.
• A set of axioms describing the connections between module buffers (and hence the network
topology), as explained in Section 3.2.
10. This definition is only used here for abstractly classifying modules. Practically, it is of course rarely possible to know
how complete or incomplete an ongoing input is. Investigating how a dialogue system can better predict completion
of an utterance is in fact one of the aims of the project in which this framework was developed.
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Figure 8: The N UMBERS system architecture (CA = communicative act)

• Specifications of the format of the IUs that are produced by each module, in terms of the definition of slots in Section 3.3. For technical reasons, one may also want to specify which information given about IUs may be changed later, and which can be considered immutable.

4. Some Example Specifications
4.1 ‘Early Interaction’ Systems
Most previous work on incremental processing has focused on one of the many possible advantages
of this processing style, namely on making available ‘higher-level’ information to ‘lower-level’
processes, where this information can then be used to guide processing. This typically has taken the
form of letting a parser interact with extra-syntactic knowledge. (Despite considerable differences
in the way this effect is achieved, (DeVault and Stone, 2003; Stoness et al., 2005; Aist et al., 2006,
2007; Brick et al., 2007; Brick and Scheutz, 2007) can all be subsumed under this description.)
The general approach can be described in IU terms as follows: the parser posts certain constituents (NPs and VPs) as RB-IUs, connected modules filter out the phrase type they care about
and evaluate them in the domain (e.g., a domain ontology checks which operations are possible in
the domain, and what likely frames are that express a certain action; or a module tests whether NPs
have a denotation in the domain). This evaluation is attached to the IU (via the seen relation, for
example); the parser then must be capable of noticing updates to an RB-IU and act accordingly
(e.g., modify the chart that forms its internal state).
The cited papers all focus on this interaction and do not say much about the systems in which
this interaction is realised, so we cannot give full system specifications here.
4.2 The Numbers System
The Numbers System (Skantze and Schlangen, 2009) has a special status here because it can not
just be usefully described in the terms explained here, it actually directly instantiates some of the
concepts and methods described in this paper.
The module network topology of the system is shown in Figure 8. This is pretty much a standard dialogue system layout, with the exception that prosodic analysis is done in the ASR and that
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dialogue management is divided into a discourse modelling module and an action manager. As can
be seen in the figure, there is also a self-monitoring feedback loop—the system’s actions are sent
from the TTS (text-to-speech synthesizer) to the discourse modeller. The system has two modules
that interface with the environment (i.e., are system boundaries): the ASR and the TTS.
A single hypothesis chain connects the modules (that is, no two same level links point to the
same IU). Modules pass messages between them that can be seen as XML-encodings of IU-tokens.
Information strictly flows from LB to RB. All IU slots except seen (S) are realised. The purge and
commit operations are fully implemented. In the ASR, revision occurs as already described above
with Figure 4, and word-hypothesis IUs are committed (and the speech recognition search space is
cleared) after 2 seconds of silence are detected. (Note that later modules work with all IUs from
the moment that they are sent, and do not have to wait for them being committed.) The parser may
revoke its hypotheses if the ASR revokes the words it produces, but also if it recovers from a “garden
path”, having built and closed off a larger structure too early. As a heuristic, the parser waits until a
syntactic construct is followed by three words that are not part of it until it commits. For each new
discourse model increment, the action manager may produce new communicative acts (CAs), and
possibly revoke previous ones that have become obsolete. When the system has spoken a CA, this
CA becomes committed, which is recorded by the discourse modeller.
No hypothesis testing is done (that is, no un-grounded information is put on RBs). All modules
have a f:in≥out; c:in≥out characteristic; that is, they may collect information in the form of LB-IUs
before they generate RB-IUs and hence potentially lag behind somewhat.
The system achieves a very high degree of responsiveness—by using incremental ASR and
prosodic analysis for turn-taking decisions, it can react in around 200ms when suitable places for
backchannels are detected, which should be compared to a typical minimum latency of 750ms in
common systems where only a simple silence threshold is used.11
4.3 A Prefix-Based, Predictive System
The module described in (DeVault et al., 2009) has already been mentioned a couple of times above.
The module is an NLU component that outputs full semantic frames, even if its input is only a partial
utterance. In our terms, it is prefix-based predictive, with c:out≤in. The module is also ‘internalevent based’ in that updates are triggered by events of an internal clock (the ASR is polled every
200ms) and not by the event of receiving a new LB-IU (more on this distinction in the next section).
No internal state is kept between update steps, so output is always computed on the basis of the
latest, possibly still partial, full input and not on the newest increments only; the module is only
restart-incremental.
4.4 Incremental Generation in the DEAL System
Skantze and Hjalmarsson (2010) describe an approach to incremental speech generation in dialogue
systems that is based on the model presented here. The approach allows a dialogue system to
incrementally interpret spoken input while simultaneously planning, realising and self-monitoring
the system response. If the system detects that the user has stopped speaking and it is appropriate
for the system to take the turn, the system may start to speak, even if it does not yet have a complete
plan of what to say, or if the input IUs are not yet committed. As the input is processed, the action
11. A video showing an example interaction with the system can be found at http://www.purl.org/
net/Numbers-SDS-Video.
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Figure 9: The right buffer of an ASR (top) and the speech plan that at is incrementally produced
(bottom). Vertex s1 is associated with w1, s3 with w3, etc. Optional speech segments are
marked with dashed outline.

manager in the system builds a tentative speech plan, which may then later be revised. If output IUs
need to be revised, and they have already been spoken, the system will automatically perform an
overt self-repair, using editing terms such as “sorry, I mean”.
In order to facilitate incremental speech generation, system utterances are made up of smaller
IUs. The action manager incrementally produces a speech plan, which is a graph that represents
different ways of realising a message. Each edge in this graph is associated with speech segment.
The speech output module may then traverse this graph in different ways, depending on a number
of constraints, such as timing. Each speech segment is also made up of smaller speech units. These
mark locations where an utterance may be aborted, or where self-corrections may occur. Figure 9
illustrates how a speech plan may be incrementally produced, as words are recognized by the speech
recognizer.
The grounded-in links may then be followed all the way back from the speech units to the
speech segments, to the speech plan, to the communicative acts in the discourse model that it was
a response to, and finally to the phrases and the words in the user utterance. Thereby, a revision in
the speech recogniser may trigger a revision in the spoken output.
This system has been evaluated in a Wizard-of-Oz setting, and achieved faster reaction times
than a version of the system with incremental generation disabled, and was judged more polite,
more effective, and better at indicating when to speak.

5. Using the IU Model as a Middle Layer in Incremental Dialogue Systems
As we said in the introduction, the model as laid out in the previous sections is meant to describe
the design space for incremental systems, and one of its applications is the uniform description (and
consequently, easier comparison) of extant models of incremental processing (including different
models of human incremental language processing). However, the model has also proved useful for
us in the design of new systems (as described above; other systems are currently under development). In this section, we discuss some additional conceptual issues that need to be addressed when
basing a system on this model.12 We present this in the form of a list of questions that a system
designer must answer. Again, we do not give recommendations for one particular solution but rather
12. We will remain mostly on the conceptual level here. A lower level description of implementational problems and
links to a collection of reference implementations of the framework can be found in Schlangen et al. (2010).
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Figure 10: IUs as structured objects. The fields are: ID, producing module, target of same-levellink, target of grounded-in-link, confidence value, committed, seen-by, payload.

describe the available options, and the circumstances under which certain choices are advisable. In
Subsection 5.2 we then present a more detailed description of two different ways to derive a working
system infrastructure from these concepts.
5.1 Design Issues
How are IUs represented? The first question to decide is how to represent IUs. As we said
above, besides the payload of an IU, which holds the actual incremental ‘chunk’ of information
that is to be exchanged, there are a number of other properties and relations of IUs that one might
need to keep track of in a system. A straightforward way of doing so is to realise IUs as a data
structure with several fields that hold values (for which most programming languages have basic
built-in datatypes), with Booleans for properties and values for relations; Figure 10 illustrates this
approach (for two ASR-IUs that are linked via successor, of which the first is committed, and both
have been used by an NLU component). However, a less direct approach may also be appropriate,
where properties of IUs are indirectly represented via properties of the buffers.13 Section 5.2 will
give an example of such an approach, where the properties of being revoked or being committed are
represented indirectly and must be inferred from the state of the buffer.
How are buffers synchronised between modules? The second, and more interesting challenge
is to implement the flow of information—i.e., the flow of IUs—through the system. In the abstract
model explained above, we have treated buffers as sets of entities, and have represented connections
between modules (via their buffers) by relations between such sets. Doing this is enough from the
point of view of analysis of a system, as there it is enough to know that information in one buffer
is guaranteed to appear in another buffer as well. When designing a system, however, one has to
actually make this happen.
What is to be achieved, then, is that IUs in a producer’s right buffer must appear in all of
its consumers’ left buffers, and all changes of properties of the IUs must be synchronised; in other
words, it must be guaranteed that after an update to a RB (step RBt to RBt′ in Figure 7) all connected
LBs must be updated as well (must perform their step LBt to LBt′ ), so that the connectedness axioms
hold for RBt′ and LBt′ . (Or, respectively, for updates to LBs in case of right-to-left information
flow.) There are two interrelated aspects to this: one is how the path along which the information
travels is realised, the other is what actually travels along this path. Figure 11 sketches some of the
available options.
13. This is one reason why we have taken care in Section 3.3.4 above to only specify that there are certain properties
that need to be represented, and have not said anything about the concrete data structures to be used for representing
them.
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Figure 11: Options for realising paths and messages: shared memory (left); direct communication
with either full copies of buffers or edit messages (middle); mediated communication
via blackboard, again full copies or edit messages (right)

First, the path: In a set-up where the modules in question operate in a shared memory space
(Figure 11, left), strictly speaking there is no path along which the information has to travel. In such
a case IUs can simply be data objects in shared memory, and these objects and all changes made
to them are immediately accessible to all modules; in this sense, this realisations corresponds most
closely to the abstract conceptualisation explained above. (If modules work asynchronously—see
discussion below—the usual precautions have to be taken to avoid inconsistencies when modifying
shared memory.)
In set-ups where the modules need to be more independent from each other, perhaps running
on different machines and/or being implemented in different programming languages, a ‘virtual
shared memory’ can be created via message passing. Figure 11 in the middle shows a set-up where
producing module and consuming module exchange instructions on how to achieve synchronisation,
and on the right it shows a variant of this where the ‘virtual shared memory’ is managed by a
dedicated module that implements a ‘blackboard’ (a common set-up in AI systems, provided for
example by the Open Agent Architecture, (Cheyer and Martin, 2001)).
Second, the information that travels: The question here is whether the updated buffer is communicated as a whole (RBt′ is sent, to replace LBt and yield LBt′ ) or whether only the changes
that were made when updating it are communicated (as message like “this is how you can turn LBt
into LBt′ ”). In the former case, it is left to the consuming module to compute ∆t,t′ , whereas in the
latter case this information is provided by the producer; in most cases this may be the more efficient
solution.
All these options realise the same functionality, namely that buffers are synchronised. Which
option is the most appropriate in a given situation depends on other considerations, e.g. on how
tightly the modules can be integrated, on whether existing resources have to be re-used, etc.
How are updates to modules triggered? Another question then is how updates in a module are
triggered. There are two basic modes of operation here: One, updates can be triggered by the
reception of new information. This requires that new information is automatically pushed to the
consuming module; updates are hence driven by the external event of a producing module pushing
new information into the buffer. (More accurately: this event triggers a check of whether an update
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to internal state is required; there may be cases where new information does not actually have an
effect on the consuming module.)
The other option is to let a consuming module query the producing modules it is interested in for
new information at self-determined intervals (or triggered by other, endogenous, internal events).
This could then be called a ‘pull model’.
Mixtures of these approaches are of course possible, where some information is pushed and
other pulled on demand (for example, new IUs are pushed, but later changes to the confidence slot
may not be pushed but only be queried when that information is relevant).
How is control distributed between modules? On creation of an IU, are all further processing
steps performed in sequence in all later modules, before control returns and the next IU can be
created by this module? Or are modules running asynchronously (in threads, processes, agents)?
The former case is more similar to normal dialogue systems, with the only change being that smaller
increments travel through the network. The latter case requires more changes, to deal with possible
concurrency problems. (Of course, asynchronicity is not only possible in incremental systems, see
e.g. (Boye et al., 2000) for an early example of an asynchronous non-incremental system.)
What is preserved between updates? Is internal state cleared at the beginning of each update,
or not? If it is cleared, then module needs to process the complete buffer containing all IUs that
span the input so far (and in fact doesn’t really work fully incrementally; see above the definition of
restart incremental.) This is an appropriate choice if a module is used that can handle partial input,
but cannot incrementally update its internal state.
What is the relation between buffers and internal states? Lastly, one needs to think about how
deeply the modules are encapsulated and protected from each other. The way we have described it
so far, the buffers are distinct from the internal state of a module, and a module may not need to
take everything from its left buffer into its internal state, and not every processing step that leads
to changes in its internal state needs to lead to changes of its right buffer. However, one can also
imagine cases where there is a more direct connection between modules, and output of one module
is written directly into the internal state of another module (e.g., words from an ASR are put directly
into a parse chart) or something is read directly out of an internal state.
5.2 Two Examples of IU-Architectures
We now discuss some more concrete details of how to plan the communication infrastructure of
an incremental system. We do this in two variants, where different system goals and preconditions
are taken into account. These descriptions are loosely based on our current work on two different
systems.14
5.2.1 M ODULES AS AGENTS ; B I -D IRECTIONAL I NFORMATION F LOW
Assume that we are in the following situation: we need the modules of the system we’re building
to run on different machines (with different computer architectures), because we have to use legacy
components (e.g., a vision system that only runs under Microsoft Windows R whereas other components run on UNIX machines). This means that we cannot rely on shared memory for implementing
14. Note that while the choices illustrated in these specifications do cluster together naturally, they by no means are
completely dependent—it is possible to combine features of the model in other ways, e.g. have a distributed system
with “right edge” encoding of changes (see below).
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the module buffers. We also want the system to be predictive, expectation-driven; that is, we want
‘right-to-left’ information flow.
What we sketch here as a solution to these requirements is a pretty straightforward implementation of the model as detailed above. First, we decide to implement IUs as objects, with information
fields as illustrated above in Figure 10; as mentioned there, support for such objects is present in
many different programming languages, so we’re not (very) restricted on this. Since we can’t rely
on (process specific) shared memory, we have to achieve synchronisation of buffers through explicit
communication between modules. Details of how to set up such communication (registration of
modules, routing and buffering of messages etc.) are beyond the scope of this paper, we just note
that there is a variety of off-the-shelf solutions for this tasks (e.g., CORBA,15 ICE,16 OAA (Cheyer
and Martin, 2001), and many more). What’s more interesting is which messages we want to send.
The following is a list of (informally specified) messages that realise the full spectrum of capabilities
modelled in the IU approach. Keep in mind that the purpose of sending these messages is twofold:
to achieve synchronisation between buffers, and at the same time to encapsulate what has changed;
that is, the messages represent the ∆ of the update.
First, from producer to consumer(s):
• add this IU (full IU, all fields); this is, as noted above, the most basic type of information
exchange, presenting a new increment for consumption. If parallel hypotheses are allowed in
the system, the consumer has to look up to which of the active hypothesis chains the new IU
is to be added. It can do this by checking the successor link on the new IU.
• revoke this IU (IU ID); indicates that a producer withdraws support for a previously posted
hypothesis.
• reinstate this IU (IU ID); makes a previously revoked IU active again.
• confidence change (IU ID, new value); notifying consumer(s) about a change of the confidence slot. (Note that if revocation is signalled via special values for confidence, then the
previous two messages are only syntactic sugar for certain settings of this message.)
• commit (IU ID); which is a guarantee to the consumer(s) that no update or revocation will be
performed anymore on this IU.
• no support (IU ID); this communicates to the consumer that an IU that the consumer wanted
to be proven (that is, prediction; see below) could not be validated, and that the module has
given up. (It is in some sense the ‘negative’ of a commitment.)
Consumers can send ‘back’ to producers the following messages:
• used (IU ID); indicating that the consumer could make use of a given IU, and hence the larger
hypothesis it is part of may be promising.
• useless (IU ID); the consumer can show that no use can be made of the hypothesis path ending
in this IU in the current context.
15. See e.g. http://www.omg.org/gettingstarted/corbafaq.htm.
16. http://www.zeroc.com/
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• commit (IU ID); the consumer has based an irreversible decision on this IU, e.g. by making
an observable action, and so an exception should be raised if the producer wants to revoke it.
• support (full IU); indicating that the consumer expects this to be the producer’s output.
While it would also be possible for consumers to query producers for new messages, the more
straightforward solution is to let the producers send such messages whenever they have made
changes to their right buffers (i.e., on making the update step RBt to RB′t from Figure 7). Updates
to a module can then be triggered by reception of these messages; i.e., the module is event-driven.
From the requirement stated at the beginning of this section that modules need to run on different
machines it follows that they need to run in different processes. Again the straightforward solution
then is to let the modules communicate asynchronously and run concurrently, with all the possible
pitfalls that concurrent programming entails (see e.g. (van Roy and Haridi, 2004)).17
5.2.2 C LOSE C OUPLING
U PDATES

OF

M ODULES ; S HARED M EMORY; E FFICIENT E NCODING OF

Imagine a different scenario. We know that we are going to build all modules of the incremental
system from scratch, and we know that we can do this within one programming language. Hence,
we can make use of shared memory to realise buffers, the option sketched in Figure 11 (left). We
also do not anticipate a need for prediction. In such a setting, we can use a compact alternative
representation of IU networks, which makes communication more efficient.
In a shared memory setup, synchronisation of buffers is not an issue, as right buffers and left
buffers are in fact the same memory space. Only the task of notifying consuming modules about
what exactly changed remains, of what they have to look for when they access the shared memory.
The idea here is now to reify positional information by superimposing a network of position nodes
over the IU network, with the IUs being associated with edges in that network. These positional
nodes then give us names for certain update stages, and so revisions can be efficiently encoded by
reference to these nodes. An example can make this clearer. Figure 12 shows five update steps in the
right buffer of an incremental ASR module. By reference to positional nodes, we can communicate
easily a) what the newest (rightmost; as explained above in Section 3.4.1) committed IU is (we will
call this NC for newest committed; indicated in the Figure as a shaded node) and b) what the newest
non-revoked or active IU is (i.e., the right edge (RE); indicated in the Figure as a node with a dashed
line). So, the change between the state at time t1 and t2 is signalled by RE taking on a different
value. This value (w3) has not been seen before, and so the consuming module can infer that the
network has been extended; it can find out which IUs have been added by going back from the new
RE to the last previously seen position (in this case, w2; note that this would with no changes work
for parallel hypothesis threads, if the positional network were a lattice). At t3 , a retraction of a
hypothesis is signalled by a return to a previous state, w2. All consuming modules have to do now
is to return to an internal state linked to this previous input state (more on this in a second). Finally,
t5 illustrates a commitment, where NC changes, and all IUs on the path from the new NC to the last
committed IU now count as committed.
This representation style can be considered more parsimonious, as what in the approach from the
previous section were three different messages (add, revoke, commit) is here implicitly expressed in
17. It would be interesting to formally analyse the potential for parallelisation in dialogue processing, with Petri-Nets or
other modelling tools. We leave this to future work.
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Figure 12: The Right Buffer of an ASR module, and update messages compactly representing revokes and commits
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Figure 13: Connecting input states and output states of a buffer
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changes to the pair (NC, RE). The status of an IU, and changes to it, are represented in the network
and this pair, and so IUs themselves can be immutable (unchangeable) objects in this approach. This
avoids the pitfalls of having concurrent modules altering and accessing the state of the IUs. Message
size is always constant in this approach, even if comprehensive changes are made to a buffer. E.g.,
in t4 in Figure 12, two IUs are added, but this still requires only one message, an update to what the
label of the current right edge is. Also, coupling between modules can be tighter in this approach, as
states of the consumer can be directly tied to states of the producer. This is illustrated in Figure 13.
States of a parser (which is, for ease of presentation, not doing a very interesting job here, simply
mapping number words to their logical representations as numbers) can be linked to the updates that
created them, so that revision on the input state just requires going back to a previous output state.
In the example, this happens in t3 , where the return of RE to w2 results in a return of the previously
computed consumer state p2.

6. Conclusions and Future Work
We have presented a general, abstract model of incremental dialogue processing. The model is
general in the sense that it describes elements that are essential to incremental processing, and
hence can be expected to play a role in most, if not even all, systems performing such processing.
It is abstract in the sense that it only describes properties of these elements and relations between
them, but not concrete ways to instantiate them in computer implementations. We illustrated the
notions developed here through the description of a number of existing systems in these terms, and
we discussed some questions that arise when trying to build such systems.
In future work, we will attempt to describe more existing systems (such as (DeVault and Stone,
2003; Aist et al., 2006; Brick and Scheutz, 2007)) in the terms developed here, to more thoroughly
investigate the coverage of our concepts. We are also currently exploring how more cognitively
motivated models such as the model of speech generation by (Levelt, 1989) can be specified in
our framework. A further direction for extension is the implementation of modality fusion as IUprocessing. Lastly, we are now starting to work on connecting the model for incremental processing and grounding of interpretations in previous processing results described here with models of
dialogue-level grounding in the information-state update tradition (Larsson and Traum, 2000). The
first point of contact here will be the investigation of self-corrections, as a phenomenon that connects
sub-utterance processing and discourse-level processing (Ginzburg et al., 2007).
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